Essential role of nuclear receptors for the evaluation of the benefits of bioactive herbal extracts on liver function.
Nuclear receptors (NRs), ligand-dependent transcription factors, play important regulatory roles in diverse metabolic processes including hepatic lipid, glucose and bile acids (BAs) metabolism involved in liver and metabolic disorders. Therefore, NRs are attractive targets for treatment or prevention of liver diseases. However, the cost-effectiveness and safety of currently available synthetic NRs agonists or antagonists are under question. Herbal extracts and their derivatives with superior cost-effectiveness and less toxicity have attracted much attention as the potential option for NRs agonists or antagonists. Several herbal extracts have been reported to regulate NRs level and exert hepatoprotective property through increasing fatty acid ?-oxidation, preventing hepatic BAs, cholesterol and lipid accumulation. Mechanistically, those herbal extracts have regulatory effect on NRs and subsequently alter their target gene cytochrome P450s (CYPs) level involved in the pathophysiology of liver diseases, which positively suggests that herbal extracts are valuable source of promising candidates for the prevention or treatment of liver diseases. This review highlights recent knowledge to discuss the benefits of bioactive herbal extracts on liver function through regulating NRs-dependent transcriptional activities of CYPs, collecting available studies on the herbal extracts with NRs-regulatory effect and the underlying mechanisms.